Observing Plan Tutorial
Presented by the Central Arkansas Astronomical
Society and Arkansas Tech University
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Introduction
This booklet presents a simple tutorial on how to create observing plans using ACP Scheduler. Along the way, we will discuss some basic concepts to give you a better understanding of
the process. Some of these concepts have been simplified, and while we have attempted to
be comprehensive, this tutorial is not exhaustive. You may want to explore some of the subjects discussed and we do include some links to websites and books you may find of interest
in the Further Exploration section.
The RRORRT has been a team effort with many volunteers contributing their time and knowledge to make this telescope project a reality. We would like to thank the RRORRT team:
Bruce McMath, Jim Dixon, Pat Morris, Chris Lasley, Ed Swaim, Darrell Heath, Steve Block,
Doug Wilson and John Reed. We also want to express special thanks to Danny Flippo for his
hard work, advice and expertise. It is through the efforts of this team that we offer this wonderful tool to you.
Dr. Jeff Robertson, RRORRT Project Manager (ATU)
Stephen Caldwell, RRORRT Project Manager (CAAS)

About The River Ridge Observatory Robotic Research Telescope (RRORRT)
The RRORRT project is a joint effort of Arkansas Tech University and the Central Arkansas
Astronomical Society (CAAS). Located at CAAS’s River Ridge Observatory the RRORRT is
available to provide robotic telescope services to slect participating secondary school programs, Arkansas Tech faculty and students and CAAS members.
Arkansas Tech http://www.atu.edu/physics/observatory.php
CAAS: caasastro.org
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Welcome To The RRORRT
The River Ridge Observatory Robotic Research Telescope is a Meade LX200 12”
SCT telescope and mount fitted with an SBIG ST9E CCD camera and filter wheel,
making it suitable for gathering a range of scientifically useful data.Controlled by a
suite of softwareand connected to the observatory’s weather and sky condition sensors, the system can run a large number of observing plans autonomously.

ACP Expert Software
The RRORRT uses ACP Expert to automate observatory functions and schedule
observing sessions. Users create Observing Plans that specify where an object is
located, exposure time, number of exposures and other parameters. ACP chooses
which observing plans to run based on the parameters for each plan. ACP signals for
the roof to open, points to an object, gathers the images and sends them to a folder,
then moves to the next object. After the night’s session is done, the telescope parks
and the roof closes.

The Web Interface
Users create observing plans by going to the RRORRT web interface:
acp.rrt.rrobs.org

and log in with their username and password.

The system staus page is shown below. Here the user will see the current status of
the RRORRT and access scheduling forms and the scheduling browser to create
their observing plans.

Tutorial
A simple tutorial showing how to create an observing plan is presented on the following pages.

1.0 Elements of the ACP Status Page

A

B

C

D

E

A Observatory/Scheduler: shows observatory status, time, weather conditions and roof
status.
B Telescope: shows status of telescope (tracking, slewing, etc.) and it’s postition.
C Imager: shows the status of the CCD imager, filter in use, binning and temperature of
the camera. Also shows the Guider status.
D Activity: shows activity of the imager (observing, idel, etc.) and may show a picture of
the object being imaged.
E Scheduled Plan: shows the active observing plan, plan name and observing set, image
set, observation repeat and image count. Tracking Error may show if guider and imager
experience tracking issues.

Menu Sidebar
To the left of System Status is the menu sidebar.
For the purposes of this tutorial, we will focus on two
items under the Scheduled heading:
Single Series
Schedule Browser
These two items are what you will use to create observing
plans.

1.1 Thinking About Observing Plans: Basic Concepts
Right Ascension and Declination
To create an observing plan, you will need to
choose an object. Whether your target is a
variable star or a galaxy, it’s position in sky
is designated by coordinates--Right Ascension (RA) and Declination (DEC).
RA is similar to longitude (or East to West)
on Earth and is measured in hours (h),
minutes (m) and seconds (s). DEC is similar
to latitude (North to South) on Earth and is
measured in degrees ( o), arc-minutes (‘) and
arc-seconds (“).
In our tutorial, we will create an observing
plan for M57 or Ring Nebula in Lyra. Its
coordinates are:
RA 18h 53m 35s and DEC 33 o 01’ 45”
Illustration lcogt.net

The Art and Science of Exposure Times
An introduction to CCD cameras and concepts is beyond the
scope of this tutorial. However, it is important to discuss exposure times. The imaging chip in a CCD camera is made up of
lots of individual pixels. The camera’s pixels convert analog light
into digital data. The pixel registers the number of photons that
fall on them during an exposure. You can think of them as
miniture “light buckets.” If the exposure is too long they fill up
and even overflow onto nearby pixels. This is known as “bloomAn example of blooming.
ing.” Images with blooming can have fuzziness and spiking, but
images can also be saturated without any evidence of blooming.
To produce quality scientific data, our exposure times must not exceed certain limits. A
pixel’s range is measured in values called ADU (analog-to-digital unit). The RRORRT’s
SBIG ST9 CCD has a maximum pixel limit of 65,535 ADU. For our purposes, we want to
expose targets to 1/2 of the max ADU. Finding the right exposure may take some trial and
error, but you can set up multiple image sets in an observing plan. For more infomation
and discussion on exposure times, see the RRORRT Technical Guide.

2.0 Tutorial: Creating an Observing Plan
Single Image Form
Click on “Single Image” under the Scheduled menu. The form will appear below System
Status.
Each section and the relevant items are discussed below:
1. Scheduler Project
New Project: type in a name for your project. You also want to identify the project as
yours, so for example “Caldwell-Planetary Nebula”
2. Object and Coordinates
Target Name: type in the name of your target: “M57 Ring Nebula”
Right Asc. (hrs): type in the RA using this format: 18:54:11.1
Declination (deg.): type in the DEC using this format: +33:03:23.2
3. Images and Dithering
In this section, you will designate the number of images, the filter and duration (exposure
time)
Use: place a check mark for each row you want to use.
Count: number, how many times you want to image using the specific filter.
Filter: click in this box and choose which filter you want to use (click the “More” to add additional lines. The RRORRT has the following photometric passband filters-Clear
green (Sloan)
red (Sloan)
Blue (Johnson)
Visual (Johnson)
Duration: number, exposure time in seconds. Examples-60 seconds = 1 minute
120 seconds = 2 minutes
180 seconds = 3 minutes
300 seconds = 5 minutes
You may also specify exposure times like so-1.25 seconds, 1.50 seconds, 1.75 seconds
Binning: binning combines pixels to gather more light. Doing so will also lower the resolution
for your images. The default for the RRORRT is “1”. See more about binning in the
RRORRT Technical Guide.
Dithering: The default is 0.0.

4. Constraints
Items such as Hour Angle, Air Mass Range and Moon Avoid can be left blank.
Horizon: number, degree object must be above for plan to run. Default is 35.
Moon Down: check this if you want the plan to run when the Moon is below the horizon. You
may want to use this if you are doing astrophotography.
Sky Condition: you can specify a sky conditon--good, fair or excellent. “Good” is default.
5. Priority and Series
Priority: Plans with higher priority numbers will run before others. Default is ‘0”. Leave this at
“0” unless you have permission from the Program Manager.
Repeat Series: number of times you want this plan to repeat in a single night’s session.
6. Timing and Monitor Mode
All items except Monitor Interval should be left blank.
Monitor Interval: number, specify number of days before the plan will requeue to run again. If
left at “0”, plan will run once; if at “1” plan will requeue everyday; if “2”, plan will requeue every
two days, and so forth. Note: requeuing does not guarantee the plan will run.
Check “Enable rquests immediately”.

Click “Submit Request” to send your plan to the Scheduler. You will see a box pop up like
the one below:

2.1 Enabling Your Observing Plan in Schedule Browser

If you forget to check “Enable rquests immediately”, you will see the message
above. You can go into the Schedule Browser and enable your request.

In Schedule Browser, look in the list on the left-hand side to find your Project. In this example,
it is “Caldwell-M57.” Notice the plan button is “paused.” Click on the plan.

To enable your plan, click “Resume.”

Your plan button will change from “pause” to “play.”
Note: When you are in the Schedule Browser, only work with your projects.
Changing another users project is strictly prohibited.

2.2 Creating An Observing Plan In The Schedule Browser
You can create observing plans in the Schedule Browser. You can also modify, pause
and delete existing plans.

On the sidebar in System Status, click Schedule
Browser.

To start a new observing plan, click
“Create New Project.”

Give your project a name. Include
your last name. A description and
email address are optional.
Click “Save Changes” to save
your information.
Remember to click “Save
Changes” after filling in information on all forms.

Click on the “+” to expand the Project. Click
on “Create New Plan” and type in your observing plan’s name. Keep priority at “0”, and
change the Monitor Interval. In this example,
our Monitor Interval is 1, so the plan will
requeue each night.

Click on the “+” to expand your Plan. Click on
“Create New Observation” and type in a
name for your observation. Type the RA and
DEC of your target. Type in the number of
times you want all image sets to repeat, and
specify the Sky Conditions. Click “Save
Changes”.

Click on the “+” to expand Observation. Click
on “Create New ImageSet” and type in a
name for your image, typically the filter you
are using. Choose the filter, and type in your
exposure time (in seconds). Type in a repeat
count. Click “Save Changes”.

To add other filters or image sets to your
observation plan, click “Create New
Imageset” and fill in the information for each
new filter or image set. Be sure to click
“Save Changes” on each image set.

We need to submit the Observation Plan
and enable the Project. Click on your
Project.

In your Project’s form, we will use the buttons below.

To submit your Observation Plan,
click “Resubmit All Plans”. The no
signs will change into smiley
emoticons.

To enable your Project, click
“Pause”. The pause sign will
change into play.

3.0 Further Exploration
The following books, websites and apps may be of interest to you as begin creating observing plans
and learn about processing your images.

Books
A Practical Guide to Lightcurve Photometry and Analysis, Brian Warner. 2006. Springer Books.
Observing and Measuring Visual Double Stars, 2nd Ed., R.W. Argyle. 2012. Springer Books.
Scientific Astrophotography: How Amatuers Can Generate and Use Professional Imaging Data,
Gerald Hubbell. 2013. Springer Books.
AAVSO Guide to CCD Photometry, Version 1.1. https://www.aavso.org/ccd-photometry-guide

Websites
American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) https://www.aavso.org
Center for Backyard Astrophysics http://cbastro.org
Sky Maps http://www.skymaps.com
Space Weather http://spaceweather.com/

Software
C-Munipack: Photometry, image reduction tool. Free. http://c-munipack.sourceforge.net/
Astrometrica: Astrometry, image reduction software. Shareware. http://www.astrometrica.at/
Registax: image processing software. Free. http://www.astronomie.be/registax/index.html
ImageJ: image processing software. Free. http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/
FITS Liberator: image processing. Free. http://www.spacetelescope.org/projects/fits_liberator/
Aladin Sky Atlas: useful star atlas program. Free. http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/
aladin.gml#AladinDesktop
Stellarium: Planetarium program. Free. http://stellarium.org/
The SkyX Pro: Planetarium software. $349 US. http://www.bisque.com/sc/pages/TheSkyXProfessional-Edition.aspx

Mobile/Tablet Apps
The SkyHD: iPad. $14.99. Planetarium and planning app. http://www.bisque.com/sc/pages/
TheSkyiOS.aspx
Star Walk: iPhone, iPad, Android, Windows Phone. $2.99. Planetarium app. http://
www.vitotechnology.com/star-walk.html
Stellarium Mobile Sky Map: iPhone, iPad, Android. $2.99/$2.49. https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/
stellarium-mobile-sky-map/id643165438?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.noctuasoftware.stellarium
Astro Aid: iPhone, iPad. $2.99. Telescope visualizing. https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/astroaid/
id541448395?mt=8
FOViewer Deluxe: Android. $2.49. Telescope visualizing. https://play.google.com/store/apps/
details?id=JVC.FOViewerDX

